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Welcome!  Sew Simple is excited to share with you NORTHERN 
LIGHTS Sampler Quilt.  This quilt can be used as your Saturday
 Sampler program or as a block of the month.  This quilt is great for the 
advanced quilter and the beginner quilter.  Simple and easy this quilt is 
and everyone will love the ease of making these blocks. 

Directions are given for the 12 pieced blocks.  Setting directions are also 
included along with a cutting chart that will help you in planning how 
much fabric you will need and how best to cut your fabrics for kitting.   I 
offered this quilt in two background options, but the marbles were the 
same in both backgrounds.  I offered either a solid black or white back-
ground.  I used Moda solids for my backgrounds and Moda marbles for 
the colors.  I also think that Moda solids would also work well for your 
colors and they don’t cost as much.   I often offer more than one color 
way and by doing this I have several that want to do both colors, this way 
they have to purchase one color way every month.   

Sew Simple offers a wide variety of other Saturday Sampler and Block of 
the Month quilts. 

Should you have any questions or comments, please do not hesitate to 
call us for help or any input that you might have. 

Blessings, 
Amber 



Setting Information 
You have a couple of options on how to sale your setting fabrics: 

Option 1 
The traditional setting is Option 1.  In this setting I had them sign up and 
pay a deposit and they will get all the fabrics at once for the smaller quilt. 

Option 2 
The larger quilt that requires 6 1/2” setting blocks is Option 2.  In this
option you have 9 different setting blocks and the final setting (10 
different kits to give them).  I would have them sign up for this option 
and begin in the 3rd month.  You will have time the first two months to 
explain and get customers signed up. 

Look at the Block and Setting Information toward the back to determine 
how you are going to price your monthly kits and the final setting. 

You will find all the fabric requirement in the back of 
the directions for each option. 





BLOCK 1 
FLYING FOUR PATCH 

unfinished 15 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Marble fabric: 
One - 2” x 18” strip 
Three - 4” squares 
Eight - 3 1/2” squares 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Sew the 2 x 18 strip of background fabric to the marble fabric. 
Sub-cut strip into 2” strips. Cut six 2” strips, sew together to make 4 patches as 
shown below.  Make three 4 patch units. 

Place a background 4” square and a marble 4” square  on top of each other with 
right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 1/4 inch on 
each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have two half square 
triangles,  trim to a 3 1/2” square. Make 3 sets, you will have a total of 6 half square 
triangles. 

Arrange as shown and sew, the block size 9 1/2” square . 

Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally  

Next place a 3 1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as 
shown below. Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.  
Make 4 units.  On two of the units sew a 3 1/2” 
background square to each end.  Then sew these 
around the 9 1/2” block  
above. Block  should measure 15 1/2”  
unfinished. 

Background fabric: 
One - 2” x 18” strip 
Three - 4” squares 
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles 
Four - 3 1/2” squares

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or 
reproduced without the written consent of Sewmple Quilt Shoppe. 

BLOCK 1 
FLYING FOUR PATCH 

unfinished 15 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Marble fabric: 
One - 2” x 18” strip 
Three - 4” squares 
Eight - 3 1/2” squares 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Sew the 2 x 18 strip of background fabric to the marble fabric. 
Sub-cut strip into 2” strips. Cut six 2” strips, sew together to make 4 patches as 
shown below.  Make three 4 patch units. 

Place a background 4” square and a marble 4” square  on top of each other with 
right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 1/4 inch on 
each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have two half square 
triangles,  trim to a 3 1/2” square. Make 3 sets, you will have a total of 6 half square 
triangles. 

Arrange as shown and sew, the block size 9 1/2” square . 

Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally  

Next place a 3 1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as 
shown below. Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.  
Make 4 units.  On two of the units sew a 3 1/2” 
background square to each end.  Then sew these 
around the 9 1/2” block  
above. Block  should measure 15 1/2”  
unfinished. 

Background fabric: 
One - 2” x 18” strip 
Three - 4” squares 
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles 
Four - 3 1/2” squares

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or 
reproduced without the written consent of Sewmple Quilt Shoppe. 





BLOCK 2  
TICK-TACK-TOE 
unfinished 15 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Marble fabric: 
Two - 4” squares 
Four - 3 1/2” x 2” rectangles 
Eight - 3 1/2” squares 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Place a background 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have two 
half square triangles, trim to a 3 1/2” square.   Make 2 sets, you will have a total of 4 
half square triangles. 

Sew one 3 1/2” x 2” background rectangle to one 3 1/2” x 2” marble 
rectangle.   This will make a 3 1/2” square unit.   Make 4 units. 

Place as shown and sew together. 
Block measurement 9 1/2” square. 

Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally  

Next place a 3 1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as 
shown below. Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.  
Make 4 units.  On two of the units sew a 3 1/2” background square to each end.  
Then sew these around the 9 1/2” block above.  
Block should measure 15 1/2” unfinished. 

Background fabric: 
Four - 3 1/2” x 2” rectangles 
Two - 4” squares 
Five - 3 1/2” squares 
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 

BLOCK 2  
TICK-TACK-TOE 
unfinished 15 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Marble fabric: 
Two - 4” squares 
Four - 3 1/2” x 2” rectangles 
Eight - 3 1/2” squares 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Place a background 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have two 
half square triangles, trim to a 3 1/2” square.   Make 2 sets, you will have a total of 4 
half square triangles. 

Sew one 3 1/2” x 2” background rectangle to one 3 1/2” x 2” marble 
rectangle.   This will make a 3 1/2” square unit.   Make 4 units. 

Place as shown and sew together. 
Block measurement 9 1/2” square. 

Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally  

Next place a 3 1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as 
shown below. Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.  
Make 4 units.  On two of the units sew a 3 1/2” background square to each end.  
Then sew these around the 9 1/2” block above.  
Block should measure 15 1/2” unfinished. 

Background fabric: 
Four - 3 1/2” x 2” rectangles 
Two - 4” squares 
Five - 3 1/2” squares 
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 





BLOCK 3  
SPINNING WHEEL 

unfinished 15 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Marble fabric: 
Two - 5” squares 
Eight - 3 1/2” squares 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Place a background 5” background square and a marble 5” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have 
two half square triangles, trim to 4 1/2” squares. Make 2 sets, you will have a total 
of 4 half square triangles. 

Sew together as shown, block will measure 8 1/2” square at this point. Cut two   
1” X 8 1/2” and two 1” x 9 1/2” from background fabric.  Sew around pinwheel. 
Square block down to a  9 1/2” square. 

Background fabric: 
Four - 3 1/2” squares 
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles 
Two - 5” squares 
One - 1” x 45” strip 

Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally  

Next place a 3 1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as 
shown below. Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.  
Make 4 units.  On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”  
background square to each end.  Then sew  
these around the 9 1/2” block above. Block      
should measure 15 1/2” unfinished.

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 

BLOCK 3  
SPINNING WHEEL 

unfinished 15 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Marble fabric: 
Two - 5” squares 
Eight - 3 1/2” squares 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Place a background 5” background square and a marble 5” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have 
two half square triangles, trim to 4 1/2” squares. Make 2 sets, you will have a total 
of 4 half square triangles. 

Sew together as shown, block will measure 8 1/2” square at this point. Cut two   
1” X 8 1/2” and two 1” x 9 1/2” from background fabric.  Sew around pinwheel. 
Square block down to a  9 1/2” square. 

Background fabric: 
Four - 3 1/2” squares 
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles 
Two - 5” squares 
One - 1” x 45” strip 

Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally  

Next place a 3 1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as 
shown below. Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.  
Make 4 units.  On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”  
background square to each end.  Then sew  
these around the 9 1/2” block above. Block      
should measure 15 1/2” unfinished.

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 





BLOCK 4  
SHOE FLY BLOCK 
unfinished 15 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Marble fabric: 
Two - 4”  squares  
Nine - 3 1/2” square 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Place a background 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each other 
with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 1/4 inch 
on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have two half 
square triangles, trim to 3 1/2” squares. Make 2 sets, you will have a total of 4 half 
square triangles. 

Sew together as shown, block should measure 9 1/2” square at 
this time. 

Background fabric: 
Eight - 3 1/2” squares 
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles 
Two - 4” squares 

Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally  

Next place a 3 1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as 
shown below. Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.  
Make 4 units.  On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”  
background square to each end.  Then sew 
 these around the 9 1/2” block above. Block  
should measure 15 1/2” unfinished.

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 

BLOCK 4  
SHOE FLY BLOCK 
unfinished 15 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Marble fabric: 
Two - 4”  squares  
Nine - 3 1/2” square 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Place a background 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each other 
with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 1/4 inch 
on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have two half 
square triangles, trim to 3 1/2” squares. Make 2 sets, you will have a total of 4 half 
square triangles. 

Sew together as shown, block should measure 9 1/2” square at 
this time. 

Background fabric: 
Eight - 3 1/2” squares 
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles 
Two - 4” squares 

Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally  

Next place a 3 1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as 
shown below. Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.  
Make 4 units.  On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”  
background square to each end.  Then sew 
 these around the 9 1/2” block above. Block  
should measure 15 1/2” unfinished.

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 





BLOCK 5 
FRIENDSHIP STAR 

unfinished 15 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Marble fabric: 
Two - 4” squares 
Nine - 3 1/2” square 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 
Place a background 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  
Stitch 1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will 
have two half square triangles, trim to 3 1/2” squares.  Make 2 sets, you will 
have a total of 4 half square triangles. 

Sew together as shown, block should measure 9 1/2” square. 

Background fabric: 
Eight - 3 1/2” squares 
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles 
Two - 4” squares 

Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally  

Next place a 3 1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, 
as shown below. Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press  
open.  Make 4 units.  On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”  
background square to each end.  Then sew these 
 around the 9 1/2” block above. Block  
should measure 15 1/2” unfinished.

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 

BLOCK 5 
FRIENDSHIP STAR 

unfinished 15 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Marble fabric: 
Two - 4” squares 
Nine - 3 1/2” square 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 
Place a background 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  
Stitch 1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will 
have two half square triangles, trim to 3 1/2” squares.  Make 2 sets, you will 
have a total of 4 half square triangles. 

Sew together as shown, block should measure 9 1/2” square. 

Background fabric: 
Eight - 3 1/2” squares 
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles 
Two - 4” squares 

Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally  

Next place a 3 1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, 
as shown below. Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press  
open.  Make 4 units.  On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”  
background square to each end.  Then sew these 
 around the 9 1/2” block above. Block  
should measure 15 1/2” unfinished.

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 





BLOCK 6   
SPINNING PINWHEEL 

unfinished 15 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Marble fabric: 
Four - 4” squares 
Two - 2 1/2” squares 
Eight - 3 1/2” squares 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Place a background 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each oth-
er with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 1/4 
inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have two half 
square triangles , trim to a 3 1/2” square.  Make 4 sets, you will have a total of 8 half 
square triangles. 

Do the same technique for the 2 1/2” squares.  Make 2 sets, 
you will have 4 half square triangles. Trim to 2” squares. 

Sew the 2” half square triangles together to make center block.  Once sewn 
together this block should measure 3 1/2”.  If your block is to large trim down 
at this point. 

Sew together as shown, block will measure 9 1/2” at this point. 

Background fabric: 
Four - 4” squares 
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles 
Two - 2 1/2” squares 

Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally  

Next place a 3 1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as 
shown below. Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.  
Make 4 units.  On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”  
background square to each end.  Then sew  
these around the 9 1/2” block above. Block  
should  measure 15 1/2” unfinished.

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 

BLOCK 6   
SPINNING PINWHEEL 

unfinished 15 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Marble fabric: 
Four - 4” squares 
Two - 2 1/2” squares 
Eight - 3 1/2” squares 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Place a background 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each oth-
er with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 1/4 
inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have two half 
square triangles , trim to a 3 1/2” square.  Make 4 sets, you will have a total of 8 half 
square triangles. 

Do the same technique for the 2 1/2” squares.  Make 2 sets, 
you will have 4 half square triangles. Trim to 2” squares. 

Sew the 2” half square triangles together to make center block.  Once sewn 
together this block should measure 3 1/2”.  If your block is to large trim down 
at this point. 

Sew together as shown, block will measure 9 1/2” at this point. 

Background fabric: 
Four - 4” squares 
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles 
Two - 2 1/2” squares 

Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally  

Next place a 3 1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as 
shown below. Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.  
Make 4 units.  On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”  
background square to each end.  Then sew  
these around the 9 1/2” block above. Block  
should  measure 15 1/2” unfinished.

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 





BLOCK 7  
STOP BLOCK 

unfinished 15 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Marble fabric: 
Twelve - 3 1/2” squares 
Two - 4” squares 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Place a background 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have two 
half square triangles, trim to 3 12” squares.  Make 2 sets, you will have a total of 4 
half square triangles. 

Use diagram below to sew blocks together, block will measure  9 1/2”. 

Background fabric: 
Two - 4” squares 
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles 
Five - 3 1/2” squares 

Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally  

Next place a 3 1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as 
shown below. Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.  
Make 4 units.  On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”  
background square to each end.  Then  
sew these around the 9 1/2” block above.  
Block should measure 15 1/2” unfinished.

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 

BLOCK 7  
STOP BLOCK 

unfinished 15 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Marble fabric: 
Twelve - 3 1/2” squares 
Two - 4” squares 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Place a background 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have two 
half square triangles, trim to 3 12” squares.  Make 2 sets, you will have a total of 4 
half square triangles. 

Use diagram below to sew blocks together, block will measure  9 1/2”. 

Background fabric: 
Two - 4” squares 
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles 
Five - 3 1/2” squares 

Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally  

Next place a 3 1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as 
shown below. Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.  
Make 4 units.  On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”  
background square to each end.  Then  
sew these around the 9 1/2” block above.  
Block should measure 15 1/2” unfinished.

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 





BLOCK 8  
FLOCKS OF GEESE 

unfinished 15 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Marble fabric: 
Nine - 3 1/2” squares 
Two - 4” squares 
Eight - 3 1/2” x 2” rectangles 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 
Place a background 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have 
two half square triangles, trim to 3 1/2” squares.  Make 2 sets, you will have a to-
tal of 4 half square triangles. 

Take the sixteen 2” squares from the background fabric and draw a  
line on the diagonal. Now place the 2” square of background on the corner of the 
marble 3 1/2” x 2”  rectangle and sew on the drawn line.  Then cut on 1/4” on the 
outside of the sewn line. Flip and press.  Next add another 2” square on the other 
side, trim and press.  Make 8 flying geese units. 

Assemble as shown, block will measure 9 1/2”. 

Background fabric: 
Two - 4” squares 
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles 
Four - 3 1/2” squares 
Sixteen - 2” squares

Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally  

Next place a 3 1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, 
as shown below. Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press  
open.  Make 4 units.  On two of the units sew a     
3 1/2” background square to each end.  Then sew  
these around the 9 1/2” block above. Block  
should measure 15 1/2”  
unfinished.

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 

BLOCK 8  
FLOCKS OF GEESE 

unfinished 15 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Marble fabric: 
Nine - 3 1/2” squares 
Two - 4” squares 
Eight - 3 1/2” x 2” rectangles 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 
Place a background 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have 
two half square triangles, trim to 3 1/2” squares.  Make 2 sets, you will have a to-
tal of 4 half square triangles. 

Take the sixteen 2” squares from the background fabric and draw a  
line on the diagonal. Now place the 2” square of background on the corner of the 
marble 3 1/2” x 2”  rectangle and sew on the drawn line.  Then cut on 1/4” on the 
outside of the sewn line. Flip and press.  Next add another 2” square on the other 
side, trim and press.  Make 8 flying geese units. 

Assemble as shown, block will measure 9 1/2”. 

Background fabric: 
Two - 4” squares 
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles 
Four - 3 1/2” squares 
Sixteen - 2” squares

Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally  

Next place a 3 1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, 
as shown below. Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press  
open.  Make 4 units.  On two of the units sew a     
3 1/2” background square to each end.  Then sew  
these around the 9 1/2” block above. Block  
should measure 15 1/2”  
unfinished.

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 





BLOCK 9  
AROUND THE BLOCK 

unfinished 15 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Marble fabric: 
Nine - 3 1/2” squares 
Four - 4” squares 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 
Place a background 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have two 
half square triangles, trim to 3 1/2” squares.   Make 4 sets, you will have a total of 8 
half square triangles. 

Assemble as shown below. 
Block will measure 9 1/2”. 

Background fabric: 
Four - 4” squares 
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles 
Four - 3 1/2” squares 

Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally  

Next place a 3 1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as 
shown below. Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.  
Make 4 units.  On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”  
background square to each end.  Then sew  
these around the 9 1/2” block above.  
Block should measure 15 1/2” unfinished 
.

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 

BLOCK 9  
AROUND THE BLOCK 

unfinished 15 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Marble fabric: 
Nine - 3 1/2” squares 
Four - 4” squares 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 
Place a background 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have two 
half square triangles, trim to 3 1/2” squares.   Make 4 sets, you will have a total of 8 
half square triangles. 

Assemble as shown below. 
Block will measure 9 1/2”. 

Background fabric: 
Four - 4” squares 
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles 
Four - 3 1/2” squares 

Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally  

Next place a 3 1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as 
shown below. Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.  
Make 4 units.  On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”  
background square to each end.  Then sew  
these around the 9 1/2” block above.  
Block should measure 15 1/2” unfinished 
.

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 





BLOCK 10  
BOXED IN 

unfinished 15 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Marble fabric: 
Eight - 3 1/2” squares 
Two - 4” squares 
Two - 2” x 6 1/2” rectangles 
Two - 2” x 9 1/2” rectangles 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 
Place a background 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have two 
half square triangles, trim to 3 1/2” squares.  Make 2 sets, you will have a total of 4 
half square triangles. 

Assemble as shown below. 
Square block to a  9 1/2” square. 

Background fabric: 
Two - 4” squares 
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles 
Four - 3 1/2” squares 

Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally  

Next place a 3 1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as 
shown below. Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.  
Make 4 units.  On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”  
background square to each end.  Then sew  
these around the 9 1/2” block above. Block  
should measure 15 1/2” unfinished.

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 

BLOCK 10  
BOXED IN 

unfinished 15 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Marble fabric: 
Eight - 3 1/2” squares 
Two - 4” squares 
Two - 2” x 6 1/2” rectangles 
Two - 2” x 9 1/2” rectangles 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 
Place a background 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have two 
half square triangles, trim to 3 1/2” squares.  Make 2 sets, you will have a total of 4 
half square triangles. 

Assemble as shown below. 
Square block to a  9 1/2” square. 

Background fabric: 
Two - 4” squares 
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles 
Four - 3 1/2” squares 

Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally  

Next place a 3 1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as 
shown below. Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.  
Make 4 units.  On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”  
background square to each end.  Then sew  
these around the 9 1/2” block above. Block  
should measure 15 1/2” unfinished.

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 





BLOCK 11 
HOUR GLASS 

unfinished 15 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Marble fabric: 
Two - 4 1/4” squares, 
cut twice diagonally 
Nine - 3 1/2” square 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 
Take one of the triangles you cut from the 4 1/4” square from each color and sew 
together. Make 8 units.  Next sew two units together to make a 3 1/2” square. 

Assemble as show.  Block should measure 9 1/2”. 

Background fabric: 
Two - 4 1/4” squares, 
cut twice diagonally 
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles 
Eight - 3 1/2” squares 

Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally  

Next place a 3 1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as 
shown below. Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.  
Make 4 units.  On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”  
background square to each end.  Then sew  
these around the 9 1/2” block above.  
Block should measure 15 1/2” unfinished.

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 

BLOCK 11 
HOUR GLASS 

unfinished 15 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Marble fabric: 
Two - 4 1/4” squares, 
cut twice diagonally 
Nine - 3 1/2” square 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 
Take one of the triangles you cut from the 4 1/4” square from each color and sew 
together. Make 8 units.  Next sew two units together to make a 3 1/2” square. 

Assemble as show.  Block should measure 9 1/2”. 

Background fabric: 
Two - 4 1/4” squares, 
cut twice diagonally 
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles 
Eight - 3 1/2” squares 

Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally  

Next place a 3 1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as 
shown below. Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.  
Make 4 units.  On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”  
background square to each end.  Then sew  
these around the 9 1/2” block above.  
Block should measure 15 1/2” unfinished.

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 





BLOCK 12 
STAR BURST 

unfinished 15 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Marble fabric: 
Eight - 3 1/2” x 2 1/2” rectangles            
Nine - 3 1/2” square 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 
Mark the back of the 3 1/2” x 2 1/2” rectangles from the marble fabric.  You will 
mark 4 at one angle and the other 4 at another angle. 

          mark 4    mark 4 

Next mark the top center edge of four background 3 1/2” squares.  Place your first 
marked rectangle on top of your marked background 3 1/2” square, with right sides 
together.  Sew on the drawn line, press back and cut off excess. Use the other rec-
tangle and do the same thing on the other side of the square.  Mark 4 units. 

Assemble as show.  Block should measure 9 1/2”. 

Background fabric: 
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles 
Twelve - 3 1/2” squares 

Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally  

Next place a 3 1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as 
shown below. Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.  
Make 4 units.  On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”  
background square to each end.  Then sew  
these around the 9 1/2” block above.  
Block should measure 15 1/2” unfinished.

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 

BLOCK 12 
STAR BURST 

unfinished 15 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Marble fabric: 
Eight - 3 1/2” x 2 1/2” rectangles            
Nine - 3 1/2” square 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 
Mark the back of the 3 1/2” x 2 1/2” rectangles from the marble fabric.  You will 
mark 4 at one angle and the other 4 at another angle. 

          mark 4    mark 4 

Next mark the top center edge of four background 3 1/2” squares.  Place your first 
marked rectangle on top of your marked background 3 1/2” square, with right sides 
together.  Sew on the drawn line, press back and cut off excess. Use the other rec-
tangle and do the same thing on the other side of the square.  Mark 4 units. 

Assemble as show.  Block should measure 9 1/2”. 

Background fabric: 
Four - 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangles 
Twelve - 3 1/2” squares 

Mark 8 of the 3 1/2” squares diagonally  

Next place a 3 1/2” square on the both ends of the four 3 1/2” x 9 1/2” rectangle, as 
shown below. Sew on the marked line and then cut off the excess and press open.  
Make 4 units.  On two of the units sew a 3 1/2”  
background square to each end.  Then sew  
these around the 9 1/2” block above.  
Block should measure 15 1/2” unfinished.

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 



TRADITIONAL FINISHING INSTRUCTIONS 

They will need 3 yds of background fabric 

For the charms and binding they will need 1/4 yd from 12 marbles 



FINISHING INSTRUCTIONS 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 
Background fabric: 

Cut 4 - 3 1/2” strips WOF and sub cut into eight 3 1/2” x 15 1/2” rectangles 
Cut 11 - 3 1/2” strips WOF 
Cut 8 - 6 1/2” strips for outer border  

ASSEMBLY 
Take the 3 1/2” x 15 1/2” rectangles and sew between the blocks as shown to make 
rows. Make four rows with three blocks in each row. 

Next take one of the 3 1/2” strips and sub cut into 3 1/2” x 10” strips.  Sew one of 
these strips onto one 3 1/2” x 45” strips of background fabric. Trim to a 3 1/2” x 51 
1/2” strip.  Sew this strip between your rows as shown below.  

FINISHING INSTRUCTIONS 
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FINISHING INSTRUCTIONS 
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Sew remaining 3 1/2” x 45” strips together to make your outside border.  Sew side 
borders on first then sew top and bottom borders on.  

Cut six 5” charms from each of your marbles. 
Take the 5” charms and press in half on the      
dotted line and then again on the dotted line 
shown.  This makes your prairie points 

Next take your prairie points and place them around the outside of quilt pointing to 
the center and over lapping a small amount. I used 13 prairie points on the top and 
bottom and 18 prairie points on each side.  Pin in place and machine baste.  Then 
place your outside  6 1/2” border on each side sew in place, then add your top and 
bottom border. Press your border and prairie points toward the outside border.   
From remainder of marbles cut 2 1/2” strips 
for binding. 

inside pieced  
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6 1/2” SETTING BLOCK INFORMATION



6 1/2” SETTING BLOCK INFORMATION 
(these are only for those doing the larger quilt) 

There are 9 different setting blocks that will be needed to make the larger version 
of Northern Lights.  On seven of the blocks they will make two 6 1/2” blocks and 
two of the blocks they will make three 6 1/2” blocks.  They will need a total of 20 
blocks for the larger setting.  Also included in these block kits are 10 - 5” squares 
of marbles that will be used for the prairie points and one 3” strip of  a marble to 
be used for the scrappy binding.  

You will be charging for this block kit.   I would add up your retail cost for all 
the blocks kits (some will do 2 blocks and some will do 3 blocks) and divide that 
by 9 kits and charge the same for all 9 kits.  I would also mark the kits up more 
than retail as you have cutting cost on them.  On some of the background pieces 
they really don’t need the whole strip, but since you will be charging for this block 
it just makes it easier to cut. 

Pinwheel -  they will make 2 
   Background - 5” x 22” 
   Marble 1 - 6” strip 
   Marble 2  - 8 1/2” strip 

  this will be for the blocks, strip for binding and 10 charms 

Friendship Star - they will make 3 
   Background - 7” strip 
   Marble 1 - 6” strip 
   Marble 2 - 6” strip 
   Marble 3 - 6” strip 

  this will be for blocks, strip for binding and 10 charms 

Shoe Fly Block - they will make 3 
   Background - 7” strip 
   Marble 1 - 6” strip 
   Marble 2 - 6” strip 
   Marble 3 - 6” strip 

 this will be for blocks, strip for binding and 10 charms 

Boxed In - they will make 2 
   Background - 5” strip 
   Marble 1 - 6” strip 
   Marble 2 - 8 1/2” strip 

 this will be for blocks, strip for binding and 10 charms 

6 1/2” SETTING BLOCK INFORMATION 
(these are only for those doing the larger quilt) 

There are 9 different setting blocks that will be needed to make the larger version 
of Northern Lights.  On seven of the blocks they will make two 6 1/2” blocks and 
two of the blocks they will make three 6 1/2” blocks.  They will need a total of 20 
blocks for the larger setting.  Also included in these block kits are 10 - 5” squares 
of marbles that will be used for the prairie points and one 3” strip of  a marble to 
be used for the scrappy binding.  

You will be charging for this block kit.   I would add up your retail cost for all 
the blocks kits (some will do 2 blocks and some will do 3 blocks) and divide that 
by 9 kits and charge the same for all 9 kits.  I would also mark the kits up more 
than retail as you have cutting cost on them.  On some of the background pieces 
they really don’t need the whole strip, but since you will be charging for this block 
it just makes it easier to cut. 

Pinwheel -  they will make 2 
   Background - 5” x 22” 
   Marble 1 - 6” strip 
   Marble 2  - 8 1/2” strip 

  this will be for the blocks, strip for binding and 10 charms 

Friendship Star - they will make 3 
   Background - 7” strip 
   Marble 1 - 6” strip 
   Marble 2 - 6” strip 
   Marble 3 - 6” strip 

  this will be for blocks, strip for binding and 10 charms 

Shoe Fly Block - they will make 3 
   Background - 7” strip 
   Marble 1 - 6” strip 
   Marble 2 - 6” strip 
   Marble 3 - 6” strip 

 this will be for blocks, strip for binding and 10 charms 

Boxed In - they will make 2 
   Background - 5” strip 
   Marble 1 - 6” strip 
   Marble 2 - 8 1/2” strip 

 this will be for blocks, strip for binding and 10 charms 



Nine Patch - they will make 2 
   Background - 4” strip 
   Marble 1 - 6” strip 
   Marble 2 - 8 1/2” strip 
         This will be for blocks, strip for binding and 10 charms 

Bow Tie - they will make 2 
   Background - 5” strip 
   Marble 1 - 6” strip 
   Marble 2 - 8 1/2” strip 
         This will be for blocks, strip for binding and 10 charms 

Tick-tack-tow- they will make 2 
   Background - 5” strip 
   Marble 1 - 6” strip 
   Marble 2 - 8 1/2” strip 
         This will be for blocks, strip for binding and 10 charms 

Stop Block- they will make 2 
   Background - 5” strip 
   Marble 1 - 6” strip 
   Marble 2 - 8 1/2” strip 
         This will be for blocks, strip for binding and 10 charms 

Geese Block - they will make 2 
   Background - 5” strip 
   Marble 1 - 6” strip 
   Marble 2 - 8 1/2” strip 
         This will be for blocks, strip for binding and 10 charms 

6 1/2” SETTING BLOCK INFORMATION 
(these are only for those doing the larger quilt) 

There are 9 different setting blocks that will be needed to make the larger version 
of Northern Lights.  On seven of the blocks they will make two 6 1/2” blocks and 
two of the blocks they will make three 6 1/2” blocks.  They will need a total of 20 
blocks for the larger setting.  Also included in these block kits are 10 - 5” squares 
of marbles that will be used for the prairie points and one 3” strip of  a marble to 
be used for the scrappy binding.  

You will be charging for this block kit.   I would add up your retail cost for all 
the blocks kits (some will do 2 blocks and some will do 3 blocks) and divide that 
by 9 kits and charge the same for all 9 kits.  I would also mark the kits up more 
than retail as you have cutting cost on them.  On some of the background pieces 
they really don’t need the whole strip, but since you will be charging for this block 
it just makes it easier to cut. 

Pinwheel -  they will make 2 
   Background - 5” x 22” 
   Marble 1 - 6” strip 
   Marble 2  - 8 1/2” strip 

  this will be for the blocks, strip for binding and 10 charms 

Friendship Star - they will make 3 
   Background - 7” strip 
   Marble 1 - 6” strip 
   Marble 2 - 6” strip 
   Marble 3 - 6” strip 

  this will be for blocks, strip for binding and 10 charms 

Shoe Fly Block - they will make 3 
   Background - 7” strip 
   Marble 1 - 6” strip 
   Marble 2 - 6” strip 
   Marble 3 - 6” strip 

 this will be for blocks, strip for binding and 10 charms 

Boxed In - they will make 2 
   Background - 5” strip 
   Marble 1 - 6” strip 
   Marble 2 - 8 1/2” strip 

 this will be for blocks, strip for binding and 10 charms 



Setting block 
Pinwheel 

unfinished 6 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Background fabric: 
Four - 4” squares 

Marble fabric: 
two - 4” squares from each color 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Place a background 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have 
two half square triangles, trim squares to 3 1/2”.  Make 4 sets, you will have a total 
of 8 half square triangles. 

Assemble as shown, block will measure 6 1/2 unfinished. 
Make 2 pinwheel blocks, one of each color. 

From remainder of marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares. 
Take the ten 5” charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a 
triangle.  Then fold again and press, save for use in the border. 

From remainder fabric cut one 2 1/2” strip to be used later in binding. 

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 

Setting block 
Pinwheel 

unfinished 6 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Background fabric: 
Four - 4” squares 

Marble fabric: 
two - 4” squares from each color 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Place a background 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have 
two half square triangles, trim squares to 3 1/2”.  Make 4 sets, you will have a total 
of 8 half square triangles. 

Assemble as shown, block will measure 6 1/2 unfinished. 
Make 2 pinwheel blocks, one of each color. 

From remainder of marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares. 
Take the ten 5” charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a 
triangle.  Then fold again and press, save for use in the border. 

From remainder fabric cut one 2 1/2” strip to be used later in binding. 

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 



Setting block 
Friendship Star 

unfinished 6 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Background fabric: 
Twelve - 2 1/2” squares 
Six - 3” squares 

Marble fabric: 
One - 2 1/2” square, from each of your three colors. 
Two - 3” squares, from each of your three colors. 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Place a background 3” background square and a marble 3” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have 
two half square triangles, trim to 2 1/2” squares.  Make 6 sets, you will have a total 
of 12 half square triangles. 

Assemble as shown, block will measure 6 1/2 unfinished. 
Make 3 blocks, one of each of the three colors. 

From remainder of 2 marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares. 
Take the ten 5” charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a 
triangle.  Then fold again and press, save for use in the border. 

From remainder of 3rd marble cut one 2 1/2” strip to be used later in binding. 

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 

Setting block 
Friendship Star 

unfinished 6 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Background fabric: 
Twelve - 2 1/2” squares 
Six - 3” squares 

Marble fabric: 
One - 2 1/2” square, from each of your three colors. 
Two - 3” squares, from each of your three colors. 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Place a background 3” background square and a marble 3” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have 
two half square triangles, trim to 2 1/2” squares.  Make 6 sets, you will have a total 
of 12 half square triangles. 

Assemble as shown, block will measure 6 1/2 unfinished. 
Make 3 blocks, one of each of the three colors. 

From remainder of 2 marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares. 
Take the ten 5” charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a 
triangle.  Then fold again and press, save for use in the border. 

From remainder of 3rd marble cut one 2 1/2” strip to be used later in binding. 

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 



Setting block 
Shoe Fly Block 

unfinished 6 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Background fabric: 
Twelve - 2 1/2” squares 
Six - 2” squares 

Marble fabric: 
One - 2 1/2” square, from each of your 3 colors 
Two - 3” squares, from each of your 3 colors 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Place a background 3” background square and a marble 3” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have 
two half square triangles, trim to a 2 1/2” square.   Make 6 sets, you will have a to-
tal of 12 half square triangles. 

Assemble as shown, block will measure 6 1/2 unfinished. 
Make 3 blocks, one of each colors. 

From remainder of 2 marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares. 
Take the ten 5” charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a 
triangle.  Then fold again and press, save for use in the border. 

From remainder of 3rd marble cut one 2 1/2” strip to be used later in binding. 

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 

Setting block 
Shoe Fly Block 

unfinished 6 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Background fabric: 
Twelve - 2 1/2” squares 
Six - 2” squares 

Marble fabric: 
One - 2 1/2” square, from each of your 3 colors 
Two - 3” squares, from each of your 3 colors 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Place a background 3” background square and a marble 3” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have 
two half square triangles, trim to a 2 1/2” square.   Make 6 sets, you will have a to-
tal of 12 half square triangles. 

Assemble as shown, block will measure 6 1/2 unfinished. 
Make 3 blocks, one of each colors. 

From remainder of 2 marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares. 
Take the ten 5” charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a 
triangle.  Then fold again and press, save for use in the border. 

From remainder of 3rd marble cut one 2 1/2” strip to be used later in binding. 

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 



Setting block 
Boxed In 

unfinished 6 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Background fabric: 
Four- 4” squares 

Marble fabric: 
Two - 4” squares from each color. 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Place a background 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have 
two half square triangle4, trim to 2 1/2” square.  Make 2 sets, you will have a total 
of 8 half square triangles. 

Assemble as shown, block will measure 6 1/2 unfinished. 
Make 2 blocks, one from each color. 

From remainder of marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares. 
Take the ten 5” charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a 
triangle.  Then fold again and press, save for use in the border. 

From remainder fabric cut one 2 1/2” strip to be used later in binding. 
. 

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 

Setting block 
Boxed In 

unfinished 6 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Background fabric: 
Four- 4” squares 

Marble fabric: 
Two - 4” squares from each color. 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Place a background 4” background square and a marble 4” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have 
two half square triangle4, trim to 2 1/2” square.  Make 2 sets, you will have a total 
of 8 half square triangles. 

Assemble as shown, block will measure 6 1/2 unfinished. 
Make 2 blocks, one from each color. 

From remainder of marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares. 
Take the ten 5” charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a 
triangle.  Then fold again and press, save for use in the border. 

From remainder fabric cut one 2 1/2” strip to be used later in binding. 
. 

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 



Setting block 
Nine Patch 

unfinished 6 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Background fabric: 
Eight - 2 1/2” squares 

Marble fabric: 
Five - 2 1/2” squares from each color 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Assemble as shown, block will measure 6 1/2 unfinished.  Make two, one from 
each color. 

From remainder of marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares. 
Take the ten 5” charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a 
triangle.  Then fold again and press, save for use in the border. 

From remainder fabric cut one 2 1/2” strip to be used later in binding. 

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 

Setting block 
Nine Patch 

unfinished 6 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Background fabric: 
Eight - 2 1/2” squares 

Marble fabric: 
Five - 2 1/2” squares from each color 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Assemble as shown, block will measure 6 1/2 unfinished.  Make two, one from 
each color. 

From remainder of marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares. 
Take the ten 5” charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a 
triangle.  Then fold again and press, save for use in the border. 

From remainder fabric cut one 2 1/2” strip to be used later in binding. 

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 



Setting block 
Bow Tie 

unfinished 6 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 
Background fabric: 

2 - 4” square 
8 - 2” squares 
4 -2 1/2” squares 

Marble fabric: 
1- 4”  squares, from each color. 
2 - 2 1/2” squares, from each color. 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Place a background 4” background square and a  marble 4” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have 
two half square triangles, trim to a 3 1/2” square.   Make 2 sets, you will have a to-
tal of 4 half square triangles. 

Use the same process on the two 2 1/2” squares.  You will have eight half square 
triangles. Trim to 2” squares. 

Next sew a 2” square to one of the half square triangle units you 
just made.  Then sew two of those units together to make a 3 1/2” square. 

Assemble the rest of the block as shown, block will measure 
6 1/2 unfinished.  Make 2 blocks, one from each color. 

From remainder of marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares. 
Take the ten 5” charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a 
triangle.  Then fold again and press, save for use in the border. 

From remainder fabric cut one 2 1/2” strip to be used later in binding. 

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 

Setting block 
Bow Tie 

unfinished 6 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 
Background fabric: 

2 - 4” square 
8 - 2” squares 
4 -2 1/2” squares 

Marble fabric: 
1- 4”  squares, from each color. 
2 - 2 1/2” squares, from each color. 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Place a background 4” background square and a  marble 4” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have 
two half square triangles, trim to a 3 1/2” square.   Make 2 sets, you will have a to-
tal of 4 half square triangles. 

Use the same process on the two 2 1/2” squares.  You will have eight half square 
triangles. Trim to 2” squares. 

Next sew a 2” square to one of the half square triangle units you 
just made.  Then sew two of those units together to make a 3 1/2” square. 

Assemble the rest of the block as shown, block will measure 
6 1/2 unfinished.  Make 2 blocks, one from each color. 

From remainder of marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares. 
Take the ten 5” charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a 
triangle.  Then fold again and press, save for use in the border. 

From remainder fabric cut one 2 1/2” strip to be used later in binding. 

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 



Setting block 
Tick-tack-toe 

unfinished 6 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Background fabric: 
4 - 3” square 
2 - 2 1/2” square 
8 - 1 1/2’ x 2 1/2” rectangles 

Marble fabric: 
2-  3” square from each color 
4 - 1 1/2” x 2 1/2” rectangles from each color 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Place a background 3” background square and a marble 3” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have 
two half square triangles, trim to 2 1/2”.  Make 4 sets, you will have 8 half square 
triangles. 

Sew one 1 1/2” x 2 1/2” background rectangle to one 1 1/2” x 2 1/2” marble  
rectangle.  This will make a 2 1/2” x 2 1/2” square unit.  Make 8 units. 

Assemble the rest of the block as shown, block will measure 
6 1/2 unfinished.  Make 2 blocks, one from each color. 

From remainder of marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares. 
Take the ten 5” charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a 
triangle.  Then fold again and press, save for use in the border. 

From remainder fabric cut one 2 1/2” strip to be used later in binding. 

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 

Setting block 
Tick-tack-toe 

unfinished 6 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

Background fabric: 
4 - 3” square 
2 - 2 1/2” square 
8 - 1 1/2’ x 2 1/2” rectangles 

Marble fabric: 
2-  3” square from each color 
4 - 1 1/2” x 2 1/2” rectangles from each color 

 ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Place a background 3” background square and a marble 3” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have 
two half square triangles, trim to 2 1/2”.  Make 4 sets, you will have 8 half square 
triangles. 

Sew one 1 1/2” x 2 1/2” background rectangle to one 1 1/2” x 2 1/2” marble  
rectangle.  This will make a 2 1/2” x 2 1/2” square unit.  Make 8 units. 

Assemble the rest of the block as shown, block will measure 
6 1/2 unfinished.  Make 2 blocks, one from each color. 

From remainder of marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares. 
Take the ten 5” charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a 
triangle.  Then fold again and press, save for use in the border. 

From remainder fabric cut one 2 1/2” strip to be used later in binding. 

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 



Setting block 
Stop block 

unfinished 6 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 
Background fabric: 

2 - 2 1/2” square 
4 - 3” squares 

Marble fabric: 
4 - 2 1/2” squares from each color 
2 - 3” squares from each color 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Place a background 3” background square and a marble 3” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have 
two half square triangles, trim to a 2 1/2” square.  Make 4 sets, you will have a to-
tal of 8 half square triangles. 

Assemble the rest of the block as shown, block will measure 
6 1/2 unfinished.  Make 2 blocks, one of each color. 

From remainder of marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares. 
Take the ten 5” charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a 
triangle.  Then fold again and press, save for use in the border. 

From remainder fabric cut one 2 1/2” strip to be used later in binding. 

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 

Setting block 
Stop block 

unfinished 6 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 
Background fabric: 

2 - 2 1/2” square 
4 - 3” squares 

Marble fabric: 
4 - 2 1/2” squares from each color 
2 - 3” squares from each color 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Place a background 3” background square and a marble 3” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have 
two half square triangles, trim to a 2 1/2” square.  Make 4 sets, you will have a to-
tal of 8 half square triangles. 

Assemble the rest of the block as shown, block will measure 
6 1/2 unfinished.  Make 2 blocks, one of each color. 

From remainder of marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares. 
Take the ten 5” charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a 
triangle.  Then fold again and press, save for use in the border. 

From remainder fabric cut one 2 1/2” strip to be used later in binding. 

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 



Setting block 
Geese block 

unfinished 6 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 
Background fabric: 

4 - 2 1/2” square 
6 - 3” squares 

Marble fabric: 
1 - 2 1/2” squares from each color 
3 - 3” squares from each color 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Place a background 3” background square and a marble 3” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have 
two half square triangles, trim to a 2 1/2” square.  Make 6 sets, you will have a to-
tal of 12 half square triangles. 

Assemble the rest of the block as shown, block will measure 6 1/2 unfinished. 
Make 2, one from each color. 

From remainder of marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares. 
Take the ten 5” charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a 
triangle.  Then fold again and press, save for use in the border. 

From remainder fabric cut one 2 1/2” strip to be used later in binding. 

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 

Setting block 
Geese block 

unfinished 6 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 
Background fabric: 

4 - 2 1/2” square 
6 - 3” squares 

Marble fabric: 
1 - 2 1/2” squares from each color 
3 - 3” squares from each color 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Place a background 3” background square and a marble 3” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have 
two half square triangles, trim to a 2 1/2” square.  Make 6 sets, you will have a to-
tal of 12 half square triangles. 

Assemble the rest of the block as shown, block will measure 6 1/2 unfinished. 
Make 2, one from each color. 

From remainder of marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares. 
Take the ten 5” charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a 
triangle.  Then fold again and press, save for use in the border. 

From remainder fabric cut one 2 1/2” strip to be used later in binding. 

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 



FINISHING DIRECTIONS FOR LARGE QUILT 

All they need to finish this quilt is the background 

6 yds 

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 

Setting block 
Geese block 

unfinished 6 1/2” Block 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 
Background fabric: 

4 - 2 1/2” square 
6 - 3” squares 

Marble fabric: 
1 - 2 1/2” squares from each color 
3 - 3” squares from each color 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS: 

Place a background 3” background square and a marble 3” square on top of each 
other with right sides together.  Then draw a line diagonally across square.  Stitch 
1/4 inch on each side of line, then cut on solid line.  Once opened you will have 
two half square triangles, trim to a 2 1/2” square.  Make 6 sets, you will have a to-
tal of 12 half square triangles. 

Assemble the rest of the block as shown, block will measure 6 1/2 unfinished. 
Make 2, one from each color. 

From remainder of marbles cut ten - 5” charm squares. 
Take the ten 5” charm squares and fold corner to corner and press, you will have a 
triangle.  Then fold again and press, save for use in the border. 

From remainder fabric cut one 2 1/2” strip to be used later in binding. 

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced 
without the written consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 



FINISHING INSTURCTIONS 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 
Background fabric: 

Cut 4 - 15 1/2” strips WOF and sub cut into eight 15 1/2” squares 
Cut  3 - 5 1/2” strips WOF, sub cut into four 5 1/2” x 16” and four  

     5 1/2” x 6 1/2” rectangles. 
Cut 2 - 8” strips - sub cut four 8” squares (cut once diagonally), cut six 

   7 1/2” square (cut 2 twice diagonally) 
Cut 8 -  4” strips - from four strips cut four 4” x 25” strips and four 3 1/2” x 

    16 1/2” rectangles.  Cut eight 3 1/2” x 16 1/2” rectangles. 
Cut 9 - 2 1/2” strips for first border 
Cut 10 - 6 1/2” strips for outer border  

Assembly of Blocks: 

Place a 5 1/2” x 6 1/2” square on each side of a 6 1/2” pieced block (anyone of 
your choice 

Now place a 5 1/2” x 16” rectangle on each side as shown below 

Now square your block down to a 15 1/2” square.  Make two of these blocks. 

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced without the writ-
ten consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 

FINISHING INSTURCTIONS 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 
Background fabric: 

Cut 4 - 15 1/2” strips WOF and sub cut into eight 15 1/2” squares 
Cut  3 - 5 1/2” strips WOF, sub cut into four 5 1/2” x 16” and four  

     5 1/2” x 6 1/2” rectangles. 
Cut 2 - 8” strips - sub cut four 8” squares (cut once diagonally), cut six 

   7 1/2” square (cut 2 twice diagonally) 
Cut 8 -  4” strips - from four strips cut four 4” x 25” strips and four 3 1/2” x 

    16 1/2” rectangles.  Cut eight 3 1/2” x 16 1/2” rectangles. 
Cut 9 - 2 1/2” strips for first border 
Cut 10 - 6 1/2” strips for outer border  

Assembly of Blocks: 

Place a 5 1/2” x 6 1/2” square on each side of a 6 1/2” pieced block (anyone of 
your choice 

Now place a 5 1/2” x 16” rectangle on each side as shown below 

Now square your block down to a 15 1/2” square.  Make two of these blocks. 

 This pattern is the property of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe and can not be copied or reproduced without the writ-
ten consent of Sew Simple Quilt Shoppe. 



Block assembly continued 

Take the 8” squares that you have cut once diagonally and the 7 1/2” squares you 
cut twice diagonally to make the next unit.  Sew together as shown below.  Make 
two units with any of the pieced 6 1/2” blocks that you want. Trim blocks down so 
that you have a 1/4” on each side (approximately 8 1/2” wide x 25” long. 

Next on each side add a 4” x 25” background strip, then add the 3 1/2” x 16 1/2” 
Square this unit down to a 15 1/2” x 30 1/2” rectangle.  Make two units. 

side trian-
gles are 
from 8” 
squares 

end trian-
gles are 
from 7 1/2” 
squares 



Block assembly continued 

You will use three of the 6 1/2” pieced blocks to make each of these units.  First 
place 1 1/2” x 6 1/2” rectangle between two of the blocks.  Then place a 1 1/2” x 6 
1/2” rectangle on the bottom of one of the 6 1/2” pieced blocks, then sew a 7 1/2” 
x 7 1/2” square to this unit. Sew these two units together.  Next add the 3 1/2” x 16 
1/2” rectangles to the side and top, you will need to trim off excess as you go.  
Then square down to a 15 1/2” square.  Make 4 units. 

Take the 84 charms and press in half on dotted line and then again on dotted line as 
shown below. This makes your prairie points.  

Sew your quilt together in rows as shown on next page. Then add the inner 2 1/2 “ 
border.  Next take your 84 prairie points and place them around the outside of quilt 
pointing to the center and over lapping a small amount. I used 19 prairie points on 
the top and bottom and 22 prairie points on each side.  Pin in place and machine 
baste.  Then place your outside  border on each side sew in place, then add your 
top and bottom border. Press your border and prairie points toward the inside bor-
der to make your prairie points turn to your outside border. 

inside pieced  
blocks of quilt 

inside 
pieced 
blocks of 
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